THE FILM PLATFORM COLLECTION
FILM PLATFORM is known across the world for award-winning documentary films curated for academic audiences. Their exclusive collection of documentary films has been carefully selected from prestigious film festivals, made by the best filmmakers from around the globe including many OSCAR®-nominated and OSCAR®-shortlisted documentaries. Masterfully produced, the films create an emotional experience for the viewer, engaging them deeply and authentically in some of the most pressing issues of our time.

- This collection of FILM PLATFORM’s renowned documentary catalog will contain more than 200 titles at launch, with the remainder of their titles coming later in 2020.
- The collection will continue to grow, adding no less than 100 titles per year, between now and 2023, to reach 800* titles upon completion.

Multidisciplinary in nature, these videos are ideal to promote critical thinking and encourage engaging discussions in courses throughout your entire campus.

**Highlighted documentaries include:**

- **HUMAN NATURE** (biology & bioethics)
- **RBG** (political science)
- **An Inconvenient Sequel** (environmental science)
- **Unseen Enemy** (health policy)
- **How to Survive a Plague** (health policy)
- **The Hunting Ground** (women's studies)
- **The Cleaners** (media studies)
- **Life, Animated** (psychology)
- **The Music of Strangers** (music)
- **The Internet’s Own Boy** (sociology)
- **The Act of Killing** (human rights)
- **10 Billion – What’s on Your Plate?** (environmental policy)
- **Radical Evil** (history)
- **Dolores** (women's studies & history)

**Purchasing Information**

- For collection sale
- Subscription and perpetual rights available
- *Territorial restrictions may apply to total title count
- For university, college and K-12 use only
- Public performance rights not available

**Request a free trial at:**
alexanderstreet.com/FILMPLATFORM